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turbation calculation. Ke have carried through such calculations
for catt = m/2 in Hahn's notation' (spins turned through ~/2 by
the radiofrequency pulses) and cot»bQ, bee. KVe find the echo
envelope is proportional to

j 1+cosRov+(1 —cosh~a) cosh')r
~
.

This agrees with the results of Hahn and Maxwell. '
In addition, our calculation explains the echo asymmetries in

the following manner. %e consider separately the two spin groups
1 and 2 whose I.armor frequencies are chemically shifted relative
l.o one another. At time t = 2v there is a resultant magnetization of
group 1 and of group 2. The echo amplitude and asymmetry result
from the following: (a) The length of the magnetization vectors is a
function of v. (b) The relative spatial orientation of the vectors
at t = 2v depends on 7. Feature (b) accounts for the asymmetry,
since if the vectors are not in phase at t =2r, their diRerent preces-
sion frequencies cause a more perfect alignment at times either
before or after 1=27. For example, the vectors might reach align-
ment on the leading edge of the echo, but not on the trailing edge
with the result that the leading edge would be stronger than the
trailing edge. The analysis shows that when bOv =nm, where n is
an integer, the vectors are in phase at t =2r, and the echo is sym-
rnetrical. This result is in agreement with the experimental facts
mentioned earlier since these values of v are the ones for which the
envelope has a maximum or a minimum.
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Chemical Shift and Field Independent Frequency
Modulation of the Spin Echo Envelope*
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"FURTHER investigation of the echo envelope modulation
effect has been carried out and related to measurements

made by slow passage nuclear resonance methods. "According to
the echo method, two short, intent pulses of radiofrequency power
are applied to the spin ensemble at the nuclear resonance condi-
tion, and are separated by time interval v. The echo appears with
a given maximum amplitude at time 2v. At the onset of the first
radiofrequency pulse the spin system is at thermal equilibrium.
I'or each setting of r the maximum of the echo signal is measured
and l)lotted as a function of increasing r. If the spin ensemble
consists of magnetic moments located in equivalent chemical
environments Li.e., protons in H20 or (CH3).Oj, a monotonic
decay in the echo envelope is obtained.

The envelope modulation eRect is observed in molecules in
which nuclear magnetic dipoles have neighboring nuclear di-
poles in nonequivalent chemical environments. Examples are di-
chloroacetaldehyde (CHC12CHO), 1-fluoro-1, 2,2 trichloro-ethane
(CFClH —CC4H), and ethyl alcohol (C&H&OH), where H and F"
are the resonant nuclei concerned. In general these molecules may
fall into either of two classes which contain resonant nuclear
moments in the following arrangements: A resonant nucleus (or
chemically equivalent nuclei) may have one or more neighboring
clipole nuclei which are (1) identical with the resonant one, but
chemically nonequivalent, or (2) not identical.

In molecules such as CHC12CHO, C2H;OH, ' and CCl~(CHC1);i-
CCl&, two distinct modulation frequencies appear on the echo
envelope: (1) One frequency corresponds to the diRerence in
chemical shift, '~ 8, between two nonequivalent spin groups,
which is measured by the slow passage method as a frequency

E ~ yh(Ho+ ' '}-Jg
E .yh(H, ~h„)-5
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Ftc;. 1. Zeeman energy level diagram for a nonequivalent t~vo spin systeiil
(for each spin, 1 = ~). For 6~0 the magnitude of hip =hi =h2 chosen is
arbitrary. For h J the intensities of the transitions indicat:ed are de-
termined by the particular transition probabilities between the given states
as well as by their statistical weights. For 8 finite, two pairs of resonance
lines results where h(vt; —vga) =h(vLi —vg) =4JA is the separation between
lines in each pair, and h(vg —vg) =h(vg —vD) =2k(4J2+»/4)&.

diRerence between peaks of resonance signals. ~' (2) A second
frequency, J, appears which is generally smaller than the fre-

quency due to the chemical shift. This frequency is observed to be
independent of the dc magnetic field Ho. In cases where it. can be
resolved' by the slow passage method' ' it is measured by the
splitting of resonance lines belonging to equivalent spin groups.

If either of these frequencies is zero the modulation is absent. .
Many molecules exist (i.e., CH3COOH) which have a chemical
shift between nonequivalent nuclei as measured by the slow

passage method. This shift, however, does not always appear
on the echo envelope, but will only appear in those molecules in
which these nuclei are sufficiently close neighbors. For these
molecules the frequency J becomes finite, which in turn makes
possible the appearance of the chemical shift. on the echo envelope.
For the special case involving two nonequivalent nuclei in
CCl~HCHO" these properties and the shape of the echo en-

velope can be predicted if the empirical Hamiltonian operator

X= —a{-&~„(H,+», l+&~,(H, +~~,)

+J(ot.o-~.+ai„o)y+o-t.o z) j (1)

is chosen to describe the system. hi and lt are the absolute
chemical shifts in gauss of the nuclei 1 and 2, respectively, and

y(ht —It&) =5. p is the gyromagnetic ratio and et, e2 are Pauli
spin operators. The eigenvalues and the splitting which results
in the stationary state are shown by the Zeeman level diagram in
Fig. 1. The top and bottom levels are pure triplet states and each
of the two closely spaced levels is a linear combination of singlet
and triplet states. For 8~0 the mixed state with the energy eigen-
value J+(4J'+5'/4)& now becomes a pure singlet state. The J
splitting therefore disappears because transitions to and from the
pure singlet state are forbidden. This supports the fact in the case
of two equivalent nuclei that no J splitting is observed. ' "0

The time-dependent population coefficients of each state have
been evaluated under the initial conditions. imposed by the ap-
plication of two radiofrequency pulses. Each pulse at Hi gauss
maximum amplitude lasts for t„seconds, where t„&(7. and 1/t,
yHt(= cot)»ybH, 6, J. AH is the magnitude of the external field
inhomogeneity over the sample. For the case 5»J the expression
for the observed echo amplitude (excluding damping due to
relaxation) is given by

V=NO~ sin'(catt /2) sin(~it .) cos(4Jv) sin'(b~/2)
—cos(catt~) cos'(67./2)+ 2 sin'~it„cos'-'(br/2) j, (2)

where Mo is the macroscopic magnetic moment. For catt = m/2 the
observed plot of the envelope due to protons in CC12HCHO is

given in Fig. 2. The plot agrees v ith (2) within experimental
error when normalized to unity in order to correct for damping
due to T2 (total relaxation time) and molecular diRusion. ' A
generalized form of the Hamiltonian operator (1) containing terms
with more than two spin operators is now being used to calculate
the shape of the echo envelope. The results thus obtained will be
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FIG. 2, Echo envelope plot for protons in diehloroacetaldehyde. The
break in the plot at r 0.25 sec indicates continuation of the plot in the

the plot readable.
region of small echo amplitude, but multiplied by a facto '

dac or in or er to make

compared with experiment. Apart from explaining the shape of the
echo envelope, its consistency with observations made by the slow
passage method also remains to be established.

We are not prepared, at present, to propose a detailed mecha-
nism which can explain the observed effects. u It is well known that
t e direct nuclear dipole-dipole coupling averages out completely
due to the rapid and random rotations of a molecule in a liquid. '~

We wish to point out, however, that any anisotropy effects would
prevent a complete averaging out of this coupling, and, for reasons
o rotational invariance, could indeed be expected to lead to a
Hamiltonian of the form (1).I'
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st- —P Scattering Observed in a Diffusion
Cloud Chamber~
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S CATTERING of 60-Mev negative pions has been observed in
a diffusion cloud chamber similar to one previously men-

tioned, ' operated in a pion beam at the Columbia University ¹vis
cyclotron. t The diffusion chamber shown in Fig. 1 was operated
wit 1 atmos of hydrogen and methanol vapor filling, bottom
temperature —65'C and top +20'C. The track-sensitive layer
was about 6 cm deep, starting at the bottom. The cyclotron ion
source was pulsed every 4 to 6 sec so as to produce about 20 tracks
which were photographed stereoscopically. Between pulses a
c earing potential of about 1000V was applied while tracks settled
out and vapor was replenished.

5600 pictures taken during the first day's operation have been
examined. Since the pion beam contains some electrons and

642 ~—
p,-mesonsP the pion path length was estimated from th f t th

~—p decays in Right were observed with projected x —y
angles &4' in one view. A correction of 30 percent must be appl de app ie
o o tain the total number of 7r —p decays of all angles. From the

pion lifetime of 0.029 @sec,' pion energy, and hydrogen density, one
can calculate that there is one m. —

IM, decay per 2.0 g/cm~ of hy-
drogen traversed, so that the total path length observed is 1670
g cm~.

From the angles, densities of ionization, ranges, and lack of
multiple scattering of the tracks involved, x —p scattering events
can be identified with fair certainty. Among beam tracks scatter-
ings of a few degrees that could be identified as electron-electron
co lisions were fairly numerous, but only three cases have been
observed which can be considered to be vr —p scatterings, of which
one is doubtful. The three events are very similar in appearance to
the one shown in Fig. 2. The angles, measured from the incident
pion direction, are: pion 54' and recoil proton 57' in the first case
( ig. 2); pion 70' and proton 44' in the second; pion leaves il-
luminated region and proton 35' in the third. It is not likely that
scattering events were missed in scanning because the heavily
ionizing recoil proton makes them more obvious than 7I.—)II decays,
and independent repeated scanning indicated an eSciency for
observing x —p, decays of about 80 percent.

These data give a cross section of 3 millibarns for the scattering
o 60-Mev negative pions by hydrogen, with a large statistical
uncertainty. Chedester et cl. have given a value of 13 millibarns
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FIG. 1. Diagram of a high pressure diffusion chamber: chamber vessel
(1), ottom plate and top Range cold-rolled steel, side walls $-in. stainless
steel, velvet lined; top plate (2), cold-rolled steel; Bakelite ring (3), for ther-
mal insulation; windows (4), inside $-in. "Allitess to withstand alcohol,

thermal contact wit
outside "Plexiglas"; two concentric alcohol trough (5) *-'

t with (2(
~

heater wacs (6); sweeping Geld wires (7); black

tereosco i m ra (11)' th al '
1 tio (12)

ararrass glass plate 8; dry ice—alcohol an 9 i


